(1) 2-, am , m=o where Mk ^ mk (1 + v) for some # > 0, with partial sums sm. These theorems infer the convergence of the sequence {smk} for &-»co from assumptions concerning the summability of (1) or from properties of the associated complex function (2) f(z) = E amzm (z = x+ iy).
Two theorems of the latter type are the following Theorems A and B.1 Theorem A [l] . Suppose that a series (1) is given and that (2) is regular in \z\ <1 and continuous in a circle \z-a\ ^1 -a for some a with 0<a<l.
Then sm"-^f(l) (k->°o).2 Theorem B [4] . Suppose that a series (1) is given and that (2) is regular in \z\ < 1 and bounded in a sector | arg z| < e, 0 < | z| <1. Then limI,i_0/(x) =5 implies smt-^s (k-><x>).
We are going to prove a theorem which contains both of these theorems: Theorem 1. Suppose that a series (1) is given and that (2) is regular in |z| <1 and bounded in a circle \z-a\ <1-a for some a with 0<a<l.
Then \imx*.i-o f(x)=s implies smk-+s (£-»»).
By a short complex variable argument, we shall reduce the proof of Theorem 1 to the following gap theorem on summable series of type (1). Theorem 2. Suppose that a series (1) is given and that \z -a\ gl-a is replaced by a sector x/2+5garg (z -1) g3ir/2-S, 0^ 12 -11 gp («>0, p>0).
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (i) the function (2) is regular in \z\ <a and at z = afor some a with 0<a<l;
(ii) at the point z = 1, the Taylor series of f(z) about z -a is Gsummable to the value s.
Then there exists a number 5 = 5(#, a)>0 such that under the additional hypothesis
one can conclude
Remarks, (a) An equivalent form of (ii) is (ii') the series (1) is CiTa-summable to the value s, where Ta denotes the "circle method" of order a. 3 (b) Our proof of Theorem 2 goes beyond the theorem; it establishes the following extension:
The conclusion (3) in Theorem 2 remains valid if Ci-summability in (ii) or (ii') is replaced by C,-summability; here k can be any number ^0.
For k = 0 a similar theorem, with B (Borel) instead of Ta, has been proved by Zygmund (see [5, p. 206 ]); our theorem or its extension can, like Zygmund's theorem, be used for a proof of Ostrowski's theorem on overconvergence.
Theorems similar to Theorem 2 and its extension could also be obtained by our method of proof for B (Borel) and Ep (Euler-Knopp) instead of Ta.
The author wishes to thank the referee for a number of suggestions. Proof of Theorem 1. We show that all conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied. Consider the development J^m-o a'm(z-a)m of f(z) at z = a. Since/(z) is bounded for [z-a\ <1-a, the Abel-summability of Sm-o a'm(\ -a)m to s implies the G-summability of the series to the same value (see for example [2, p. 327]). The condition (iii) of Theorem 2 is also satisfied for every 5>0; hence Theorem 2 is applicable and it is sufficient to prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. We shall use our hypotheses in the form (i),
(ii'), (iii). Let {s^ } be the Ta-transform of {sm}, i.e. Our idea is ' To obtain the matrix for the "circle method" of order a, put k = l-a in [5, p. 
201].
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (a) to construct for each interval (mk, Mk) in which {sm} is constant = 5OTi, a corresponding interval (nk, Nk) in which {sn' } is almost constant and almost = ^mt (see equation (12) for this implies mk<m^Mk. Therefore, putting m= [n/(l -a) ]-\-h, we can estimate (6) Sn = E Um(n)sm = E Um(n)sm + E Um(n)sm = An + Bn.
m^n [A|^ffn \h\>an
First, let us consider An. We have
with some 7=7(1-0:, o-)>0 (notation of Theorem 139 in [5] ).
Next, we estimate Bn with the use of (iii). With a constant K we Now one can easily verify that 7(1 -a.', a/2) can be taken as a continuous function of a' in 0<a'<l, if a>0 is fixed. For a'->a it tends therefore to y(\-a, a/2)>0, while the content of the braces in (9) tends to 1. Hence, if our 5 was in addition to (8) small enough (depending on a and on a and thus on a and on $), we have (10) \Bn\ ^ K"-e-Xl" for some fixed constants K" > 0 and Xi > 0; this holds for every n in the intervals (nk, Nk).
To bring (7) into a more suitable form, we notice that, by (iii), Smk = 0((l+o)m"), and hence smh-0(e-y) = 0((1 + 8)nke-y>) = 0((l + g)»l (*-*). g-r»)
= O0rx"\), if S in (iii) was given so that log (1+5) <(1 -a) -y(\ -a, a). Combining (6), (7), (10), (11), we obtain Nk + 1 Nk 4-1
Assuming without loss of generality that o-"'->0 (n-»<») and remembering (5), we obtain immediately smk->0 (&->oo), as was to be proved.
In order to prove the extension, replace the simple device (13) by the gap theorem for CVsummable series (see [7, p. 469] ; for a simpler proof see [6] or [3] ); this gap theorem is applicable to the series E(5« -Sn-i) because of (12), and it yields the convergence of {snk} and hence the convergence of {smt}. Thus our extension is also proved.
